Fine-needle aspiration (FNA) of pancreatic solid masses can be significantly impacted by sampling variation. Molecular analysis of tumor DNA can be an aid for more definitive diagnosis. The aim of this study was to evaluate how molecular analysis of the cell-free cytocentrifugation supernatant DNA can help reduce sampling variability and increase diagnostic yield. Twenty-three FNA smears from pancreatic solid masses were performed. Remaining aspirates were rinsed for preparation of cytocentrifuged slides or cell blocks. DNA was extracted from supernatant fluid and assessed for DNA quantity spectrophotometrically and for amplifiability by quantitative PCR (qPCR). Supernatants with adequate DNA were analyzed for mutations using PCR/capillary electrophoresis for a broad panel of markers (KRAS point mutation by sequencing, microsatellite fragment analysis for loss of heterozygosity (LOH) of 16 markers at 1p, 3p, 5q, 9p, 10q, 17p, 17q, 21q, and 22q). In selected cases, microdissection of stained cytology smears and/or cytocentrifugation cellular slides were analyzed and compared. In all, 5/23 samples cytologically confirmed as adenocarcinoma showed detectable mutations both in the microdissected slide-based cytology cells and in the cytocentrifugation supernatant. While most mutations detected were present in both microdissected slides and supernatant fluid specimens, the latter showed additional mutations supporting greater sensitivity for detecting relevant DNA damage. Clonality for individual marker mutations was higher in the supernatant fluid than in microdissected cells. Cytocentrifugation supernatant fluid contains levels of amplifiable DNA suitable for mutation detection and characterization. The finding of additional detectable mutations at higher clonality indicates that supernatant fluid may be enriched with tumor DNA. Molecular analysis of the supernatant fluid could serve as an adjunct method to reduce sampling variability and increase diagnostic yield, especially in cases with a high clinical suspicion for malignancy and limited number of atypical cells in the smears. Modern Pathology (2014) 27, 594-601; doi:10.1038/modpathol.2013.147; published online 20 September 2013
Pancreatic cancer rates have been recently reported to be on the rise. 1 Moreover, the lack of early symptomatic manifestation of disease usually results in lack of early detection. The overall dismal prognosis combined with the rising incidence make pancreatic cancer a growing public health concern. 2 With the American Cancer Society estimating that there will be 45 220 newly diagnosed cases of pancreatic cancer in 2013 and an estimated 38 460 pancreatic cancer-related deaths in the same year, 3 pancreatic cancer is becoming the fourth leading cause of cancer-related death among men and the third leading cause of cancer-related death among women in the United States. 3 Moreover, the 5-year survival remains around 5%, essentially unchanged in the last three decades. 4 in the absolute number of pancreatic cytological specimens obtained for evaluation. [5] [6] [7] While fineneedle aspiration (FNA) cytology represents a minimally invasive, well-tolerated procedure that provides initial, and sometimes the only, pathological assessment, it is often limited by paucicellular specimens offering few or, at times, no cells suitable for cytomorphological evaluation. 8 According to a large meta-analysis study evaluating 33 relative previous studies with a total population of 4984 patients, the negative predictive value for pancreatic solid mass fine-needle aspirates was only 65%. 9 In FNA of solid pancreatic masses, the risk of underdiagnosis is present and is related to failure to sample the neoplastic cell population. Furthermore, the biological variability within the neoplastic cell population, makes for a spectrum of morphological and molecular changes, present in different topographical areas of a solid mass. 10 This may represent a diagnostic challenge when there is morphological evidence of cellular atypia, but insufficient evidence for a definite diagnosis of cancer.
Unfortunately, cytological underdiagnosis of these lesions is not the only challenge, as false positive diagnosis can occur with atypical but reactive processes. 11, 12 Although the false positive rates for pancreatic cytology are generally estimated to be in the range of 0-1%, more recent studies, comparing positive and suspicious cytology diagnosis with their histological counterpart, found the false positive rates to be B5%. 13 Correlation of the cytomorphological findings with molecular biomarker tests may provide a more accurate evaluation and a means to surmount the limitations of cytopathology examination. For this purpose, panels of pancreatic cancer biomarkers have been developed. 14, 15 Furthermore, the molecular analysis might prove to be of great help in addressing problems related to low sample volumes, few cells for evaluation and/or sampling inadequacy.
PCR-based methods are employed on pancreatic cytology specimens such as FNAs to evaluate the mutational profile of the cells following cell microdissection from the cytology slides, in an attempt to resolve indeterminate microscopic diagnosis and to provide clinically actionable information not otherwise obtained by microscopic cellular examination. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] The use of these techniques nonetheless requires the presence of not only an adequate amount of cellular material, but also cellular material that shows cytomorphological atypia, in order to be selected for microdissection. In fact, paucicellular or acellular specimens not only do not provide optimal material for cytological evaluation but also, at times, fail to provide material for cell-based DNA mutational analysis. However, we believe that the neoplastic cell population, when compared with the normal surrounding tissue, can exhibit an increased cellular turnover and the progression of carcinogenesis reflects the progressive mutation acquisition that these cells undergo. The result of this increased activity is the shedding of DNA in the interstitial microenvironment of the tumor and ultimately, in the lymphatic and blood circulation. The concept of cellfree tumor DNA is well established and is at the base of the development of genetic humoral cancer markers in a multitude of cancer types. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] Moreover, it has been suggested that in the presence of a malignant tumor there are high amounts of cell-free DNA, a byproduct of malignant cell necrosis, 33 whose release has different mechanisms when compared with non-tumor cellfree DNA that is a product of normal cellular apoptosis. 34 An increased amount of cell-free DNA can be an indicator of malignancy. 35, 36 The presence of circulating cell-free tumor DNA corroborates the shedding of this DNA into the local extracellular space that is sampled along with the cells in an FNA procedure. The concept of studying this local extracellular DNA is a novel one for the study of pancreatic cancer and can complement cellular DNA analysis especially in the cases where scarce or no cellular material is present in the smears. Therefore, we believe that cell-free DNA released from the tumor cells, even when the malignant cells are not sampled, can yield DNA suitable for evaluation.
Often, FNA samples of cystic and occasionally solid pancreatic masses undergo cytocentrifugation with the cellular component used for cytology and molecular analyses and the supernatant is usually discarded. However, our hypothesis is that the supernatant fluid that is left after cytocentrifugation does in fact contain cell-free tumor DNA, and this DNA may represent the extracellular space that surrounds the cancer cells and contains high-quality tumor cell-free DNA. 23 Furthermore, the utilization of the cytocentrifugation supernatant, normally discarded, can prove to be of utmost value in those cases where the cellular material is scarce or even absent, as tumor cell-free DNA can still be analyzed, without compromising any of the material routinely used for other diagnostic studies.
These concepts prompted the examination of the cell-free supernatant fluid from cytocentrifugation of solid pancreatic mass fine-needle aspirates for the presence and characterization of cell-free DNA for pancreatic cancer-associated molecular changes. Cellular DNA from microdissected tumor cells of the same specimens underwent the same type of analysis for comparison.
Materials and methods

Study Population
Following IRB approval, stained cytology slides and the corresponding supernatant fluid specimens were collected from 22 patients. Cytological adequacy assessment and diagnosis were carried out using established morphologic criteria. 37 Standard cytology procedures for FNA biopsies were employed, involving fixation of the fine-needle aspirated cells with Shandon Cytospin s Collection Fluid (Thermo Scientific Anatomical Pathology USA, Pittsburgh, PA), followed by standard cytology slide preparation. The needle was then rinsed with Hank's Balanced Salt Solution and the rinsings were centrifuged. For each case, the pelleted cells were used for the preparation of the cytology cell block, while the supernatant was saved, refrigerated at 41C. The part of this supernatant underwent DNA extraction and mutational analysis within 48 h of the procedure (Figure 1) . The 23 specimens from 22 patients underwent cytological evaluation and diagnosed as follows: 5 pancreatic adenocarcinomas, 5 mucinous neoplasms, 5 cases of pancreatitis, 1 neuroendocrine neoplasm, 4 negative, and 3 specimens characterized as suboptimal (paucicellular or acellular) on cytomorphological evaluation. For all cases, including the ones diagnosed as negative, the indication for FNA was the diagnostic finding of a solid pancreatic mass (19/22 cases) or of a cystic mass with a solid component (3/22 cases) upon radiological examination. For the five cases diagnosed as pancreatic adenocarcinomas, surgical excision was performed in the follow-up and confirmatory histological diagnosis was used as the diagnostic gold standard. For the five cases diagnosed as mucinous neoplasms, surgical excision was performed and a histological diagnosis of either intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms (4 out of 5 cases) or mucinous cystic neoplasm (1 out of 5 cases) was rendered and used as a diagnostic gold standard as well. The one case diagnosed as neuroendocrine neoplasm had a follow-up excision that confirmed the cytological diagnosis. One of the cases deemed as suboptimal (number 23), showed a mucinous neoplasm on repeat cytology, result that was confirmed by the excision specimen, histologically diagnosed as intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm. The rest of the cases had no malignancy identified on subsequent clinical follow-up. The average negative follow-up duration for these 11 patients was 7.73 months (follow-up data range: 4-12 months).
Under microscopy guidance, cell targets were microdissected and underwent mutational analysis. The supernatant obtained from every specimen underwent molecular analysis, and the results were paired with the ones obtained from the corresponding microdissected slides.
Molecular Analysis
DNA was extracted from the microdissected stained cytology slides, molecular analysis was performed and the findings were compared with the results obtained from the DNA extracted from the corresponding cytocentrifugation supernatant fluid, for each of the samples. Supernatant fluid (2 ml) underwent DNA extraction (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). The resulting DNA was resuspended in hypotonic buffer and quantified by optical density (NanoDrop, Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE). Cytology-stained slide microdissected cells underwent the same DNA extraction and resuspension processing. DNA amplifiability was determined by quantitative PCR (qPCR) targeting a 150-bp length of the first coding exon of the KRAS oncogene. KRAS point mutation determination targeted codons 12 and 13 using dideoxy chain termination. Possible allelic imbalance was evaluated by loss of heterozygosity (LOH) investigation. A panel of 16 microsatellite markers was used for this purpose. These markers targeted common sites for tumor-suppressor genes associated with pancreaticobiliary cancers and have previously undergone analytic and clinical validation for pancreaticobiliary disease as reported in prior studies, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and present at the following chromosomal locations: 1p (CMM1, Lmyc), 3p (VHL, OGG1), 5q (MCC, APC), 9p (CDKN2A, CDKN2B), 10q (PTEN, MXI1), 17p (TP53), 17q (NME1, RNF43), 21q, 22q (NF2) using quantitative fluorescent PCR/capillary electrophoresis.
Quantitative allelic imbalance determination was performed as previously described. 38 The threshold for determining a significant allelic imbalance for each microsatellite marker of this LOH marker panel was based on a large database of non-neoplastic aspirated pancreatic cyst fluid and microdissected stained cytology samples, all of which had confirmed equally non-neoplastic outcome, as determined by surgical pathology and clinical follow-up. This large data set of over 1000 specimens encompassed the majority of allelic combinations seen in the general patient population. The range for normal allelic balance was defined as two standard deviations from the average allelic ratio in which the fluorescence derived from the shorter allele copy is divided by that of the longer allele copy. 38 Allelic ratios falling outside the thresholds were considered as demonstrating a significant imbalance (LOH). Pancreas supernatant mutation analysis When imbalance was shown to be present, and the shorter microsatellite allele copy was found to be the relatively deficient, an LOH clonality (degree of clonal expansion) measurement was approximated using the following formula:
ðdegree of clonal expansionÞ ¼ 1 À ðsample allelic copy ratioÞ ðaverage allele copy ratio for allele pairingÞ Â 100%
Conversely, when the longer allele copy was relatively deficient, the inverse formula was applied:
ðdegree of clonal expansionÞ ¼ 1 À ðaverage allele copy ratio for allele pairingÞ ðsample allelic copy ratioÞ Â 100%
KRAS point mutation was assessed by dideoxy chain termination and the ratio of wild-type and mutant peak heights was used as an approximation of mutated versus non-mutated (non-neoplastic) DNA for each individual sample. The range of length differences between allelic pairs for each locus was between 4 and 8 bp. This difference is very small to cause a preferential loss of the longer allele. Expectedly, loss of the longer allele and loss of the shorter allele occurred with equal frequencies among the loci examined. Capillary electrophoresis was used for the determination of clonality for both KRAS point mutations and LOH. It is however widely recognized that the clonality determination for oncogene point mutation, as well as for allelic imbalance is at best an approximation as the fluorescence output, measured in capillary electrophoresis, is not necessarily stoichiometric but representative for the allelic pairing ratio of an individual patient sample. 39, 40 Results A total of 23 cytocentrifugation supernatants and the corresponding microdissected cytology slide specimens were produced from 23 pancreatic FNAs (two of which belonging to the same patient, obtained at different times), were analyzed for DNA content and mutational profiling, and were compared with their respective cytology findings (Table 1) . Each case first received a preliminary cytology assessment for adequacy by microscopic evaluation. Molecular analysis was carried out on DNA extracted from microdissected cells judged to be most representative of the cytological diagnosis, meeting the morphological criteria for the greatest degree of cellular atypia present in each individual sample. DNA levels were compared between each slide microdissection specimen and the corresponding cytocentrifugation supernatant fluid specimens to establish the relative amount of DNA obtainable from each type of specimen. In each case, a greater amount of DNA was obtained from the supernatant fluid, when compared with that extracted from the cytology slide microdissected cells, with an average of 31.04 ng/ml for the former compared with an average of 4.45 ng/ml for the latter (Table 1) . With regard to the microdissected cell DNA specimens subgroup, three samples did not yield detectable amounts of DNA, two samples failed to amplify for LOH target detection and one sample yielded low quantities of DNA, but no PCR amplification (for LOH or KRAS). Conversely, all DNA samples obtained from the supernatant were amplifiable for LOH and KRAS analysis.
When comparing the two sources of DNA, the ability to detect the presence of mutational changes was equal to or greater in the supernatant specimens, compared with the corresponding microdissected cytology slide. In all the cases where either a KRAS point mutation or LOH was identified, the mutational clonality was equal to or higher in the supernatant DNA compared with the microdissected cell DNA (Table 2) . Furthermore, no mutations detected from the microdissected slide specimens were missed by their supernatant specimens.
Mutational analysis of the supernatant fluid revealed that all cytologically malignant samples were positive upon mutational profiling. Similarly, no samples with benign cytological diagnosis were found to be positive on mutational analysis. In one out of five cases cytologically diagnosed as adenocarcinoma (number 4), no mutations were detected in the mutational analysis of the microdissected slide, while the corresponding supernatant showed the presence of both a KRAS mutation and LOH in two targets (Table 2) . Likewise, all specimens diagnosed as mucinous by cytology showed the presence of KRAS mutations and/or LOH. One specimen diagnosed as pancreatitis (number 16) failed to amplify for LOH analysis on the microdissected slide, while the supernatant did amplify, with no LOH detected. One specimen, that was called suboptimal on cytology (number 22), failed to yield amplifiable DNA from the microdissected slide, while the supernatant produced amplifiable DNA, with no mutations identified.
Specimens 7 and 8 came from the same patient and were obtained at two different times. The mutational profiles were identical, when comparing between the first and second microdissected cytology slide specimens and when comparing between the first and second supernatant specimens, demonstrating consistency of test findings. Interestingly, one of the cases that was interpreted as suboptimal on cytological evaluation (number 23) showed low clonality KRAS mutation and failed PCR for LOH on the microdissected slide. The corresponding supernatant DNA showed two, low clonality KRAS mutations and produced amplifiable DNA for LOH analysis, with no LOH detected ( Table 2) .
Discussion
Although FNA has contributed significantly in the minimally invasive diagnosis of pancreatic cancer, the cytomorphological analysis of these FNA samples is occasionally limited by inconclusive and false negative diagnoses. 9,10,41 FNA diagnosis of pancreatic samples is occasionally limited by low sample volumes, low cellularity, poor cell preservation, and non-diagnostic cytomorphological findings on cytological examination. 10, 41, 42 The integration of molecular studies with cytological analysis can increase the diagnostic yield available for the patient and provide a more accurate diagnostic approach for pancreatic lesions, especially in cases of suboptimal specimens. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] When comparing between biological material to be used for DNA extraction and mutational analysis, the extraction of DNA from the supernatant has advantages compared with analysis of microdissected cytology cells. Microdissection of selected targets of cell clusters from the cytology slide will give information pertinent solely to the selected cells, whereas sampling DNA from supernatant will provide DNA that is more reflective of the neoplastic process, as this cell-free DNA is presumably derived mainly from the actively cycling neoplastic cells. Furthermore, in vitro DNA degradation effects related to fixative exposure and staining could be responsible, although minimally, for diminished amplifiability of microdissected stained cytology cells (especially for the detection of LOH, which uses longer amplicons), a problem not incurring with the cytocentrifugation supernatant that is unfixed.
Using this small group of pancreatic solid mass FNA specimens, this study demonstrated that the cytocentrifugation supernatant component of the specimens, that is discarded in normal cytology practice, contained abundant cell-free DNA to generate mutational profiles that outperformed the corresponding DNA of the cells present in the samples. The molecular panel examined in the supernatant fluids was detectable genetic alterations in all five cases diagnosed as adenocarcinomas while the same panel examined in the microdissected cytology slides failed to show genetic alterations in one of the five cases (sample 4). Furthermore, out of the three cases where cytology was inconclusive (samples 21-23, Table 2 ), the cytocentrifugation supernatant showed the presence of mutations. In this case (sample 23), a repeat FNA obtained on follow-up showed a diagnostic material for a mucinous neoplasm.
Because of the different processing steps and type of material sampled factors, the amounts of DNA between the two subgroups are not directly comparable, but from a practical standpoint, the supernatant fluid still yielded distinctly higher amounts and more intact, amplifiable DNA compared with the microdissected cells thus supporting the concept that supernatant is enriched with cell-free DNA, shed from the most active, potentially neoplastic, cells. The use of Hank's Balanced Salt Solution provided an optimal source for unfixed supernatant DNA, eliminating the risk of DNA degradation due to fixation. The specimens were analyzed after B48 h, reflecting the time necessary for the cytology samples to be prepared and evaluated morphologically for the eventual necessity of molecular testing. By respecting the true processing times of the specimens in actual clinical practice, it was shown that this could be a reliable procedure in clinical cytology practice. The available literature supports the validity of similar testing with the use of fixativebased supernatant specimens with comparable results. 42 In any case, the microdissected cells underwent fixation with Shandon Cytospin s Collection Fluid, thus validating the use of this particular fixative for this type of molecular studies.
Since this was not a large base study, these results will need further confirmation with a larger study set. Moreover, this study was limited to the use of Shandon Cytospin s Collection Fluid. While data on the use of Saccomanno's fixative, another commonly used cytology fixation medium are available, 42 more information with regard to the different commonly used fixatives needs to become available regarding their capacity to yield adequate supernatant DNA, followed by comparison with the fixative-free supernatant method used in this study. Notwithstanding, available data on cytology specimens have consistently demonstrated that microdissected stained cytology cells are especially suitable for mutational analysis and applicable to common cytology practice. 17, 18, 20, 23, 43 Furthermore, as most of the commonly used fixatives in cytology are alcohol based, and are not expected to induce significant DNA degradation, it would be reasonable to expect favorable results with these other methods of sample preparation of the supernatant fluid as well.
As the supernatant fluid is routinely discarded, analysis of this residual specimen offers an additional, optimal way to characterize the molecular changes, without compromising the cytology slides used for morphological evaluation, or the cytology cell block material that can also be utilized for immunohistochemical or other studies. This analysis can provide valuable, additive information in the differential diagnosis of a reactive versus a neoplastic pancreatic cell proliferation. Should this type of analysis be sought for any pancreatic FNA cytology case, it does not require any additional efforts from a laboratory perspective, with the exception of storing the cytocentrifugation supernatant at 41C. The findings of this study suggest how the supernatant fluid can be utilized as a source of molecular information and could become a powerful addition to standard cytology evaluation. Mutational profiling of DNA in normally discarded supernatant fluid may help resolve occasional diagnostic challenges and may serve as a useful, complementary tool for cytopathologists when microscopic examination yields no conclusive diagnosis or when a specimen is suboptimal.
